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FunderFest2016's report
Inspiring Impact free event
Workshops

On the 16th June we held

FunderFest2016, our largest funder
event to date.

36 funders from 28 organisations joined
us in Glasgow for an interactive mix of
learning, sharing and good
conversations.

Attendees said: “Very interesting and
informative. Great opportunity to
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network – lovely to see so many
funders in one room!”

“Excellent! It was great having so many different types of funders to hear and learn from and I’m taking away
plenty of ideas for my own work.”

Read the event report and see more photographs.
Using feedback from the event, we are now planning our funder learning programme 2016/17. For further
information or to tell us what support you would be interested in contact Emma on 0131 243 2778 or
email.

Find out more about our workshops, resources and support to third sector organisations here.

A big thank you to Big Lottery Fund for hosting FunderFest2016 and to The Robertson
Trust for their ongoing support for our Funder Learning Programme

Tweet #FunderFest

Turning stumbling blocks into stepping stones
Turning stumbling blocks into stepping stones to impact practice funded by Inspiring Impact is the third
II Champions Network event.

It's on: 12 July 2016 10:00am - 1:00pm Hanover Conference Centre, 95 McDonald Road, Edinburgh EH7 4NS
Come along and learn how to make impact practice stick!
All third sector organisations and funders are welcome if you want to:

•

Have a better understanding of challenges and solutions to embedding

•

Have identified practical steps to embedding impact practice in your

•
•

impact practice
organisation

Back to top impact practice in your organisation

Have had opportunities to share your experience and network with peers.

See programme of presentations and workshops here.
Book your place here.
Back to top
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Workshops for third sector organisations
Do you know of any organisations that may benefit from any of the following evaluation workshops?
Getting started: Outcomes and Indicators
13 October 2016, Glasgow

26 January 2017, Edinburgh
Make to measure: Evaluation Methods and Plans
27 October 2016, Glasgow

9 February 2017, Edinburgh
Telling my story: Analysing and Reporting on Outcomes
10 November 2016, Glasgow

23 February 2017, Edinburgh
Theory of Change: An introduction to logic modelling
8 September 2016, Edinburgh

Evidence for success: Using evidence to influence policy and practice
6 October 2016, Edinburgh

Learning from evaluation: Sharing experiences and embedding good practice
24 November 2016, Glasgow

This workshop is open to those who have attended any one or more of the workshops above
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